
Simply Elementary

A spectacularly invasive out-of-building teacher retraining program introduced under the 
name of Elemental Scholars arrived, one day, without warning – coming unforeseen and 
unexpected, as so many of the huge, and hugely expensive, innovative programs of a modern 
accountability often did.  Heavy and breathtaking, it landed directly on top of any and all literacy 
teachers who continued their work inside our district’s lowest-scoring and most politically 
irrelevant schools. 

Having somehow overlooked the possibility that, during a school year, teachers might be 
– well, just a wee bit busy?  Advocates of the Elemental Scholars’ program proposed that an 
unrestricted number of literacy personnel, necessarily accompanied by highly-paid 
administrators, evaluators, supervisors, coaches, specialists and facilitators, should, no excuses 
tolerated nor allowed, participate in an immovable lineup of out-of-classroom retrainings.  

All at once; all together.  
Reckoning, as big-name, highly-proclaimed “experts” often did, that poor, inner-city and 

often culturally-different children produced their lowest scores for reasons which had nothing 
whatsoever to do with social inequity, debilitating poverty, transience, limited attendance, special 
needs, language acquisition, shockingly poor nutrition, homelessness, or cultural disconnect, the 
Elemental Scholars’ program maintained that test scores continued to be low simply due to a 
much less complicated and much more easily addressed oversight: 	


Teachers, this program contended?  
Especially those long-term-experienced, state-licensed educators who, while holding 

various university degrees, had been interacting with children for years?* 
Well, these teachers had simply never been introduced to a basic, elementary-level 

pedagogy.  
My; imagine that.
As a hugely expensive, but theoretically indispensable, program, Elemental Scholars 

projected immediate results through the direct confrontation of an underlying  low-income-
school problem: Bad teachers, it was proposed?

Clearly lacked the elemental basics of a good instruction.  
Therefore, irrevocably ordered and massively engendered teacher retrainings must now 

occur.
Caught up in the exciting orchestration of events; distracted by the logistics of finding, 

and then reserving, conference halls, ordering multi-colored binders, constructing pamphlets, 
accumulating texts, creating power-points, collating lecture notes, arranging breakfasts, snacks, 
drinks and lunches, hiring out-of-state (and thus indisputably more knowledgeable) speakers – 
speakers who must be flown in and provided with lavish accommodations – well, caught up, as 
the animated leaders of a massive retraining were, in the exhilarating arrangement so many 
exciting details…

Well, really now; you couldn’t expect them to think of everything.  
When, in the end, organizers had managed to bring together a very large and complex 

mix of low-school-scoring middle and high school teachers, certainly it was forgivable if, in all 
of the thrilling disarray attached to the making of so many important preparations, they had 
failed to understand a vital (and, perhaps a bit confusingly, very elemental) academic premise: 

High school students?
Were not, pedagogically, middle school students.  



And, an even bigger surprise?  
Neither high school students nor middle school students: 
Functioned at the same scholastic level as elementary school students.†  
Having no choice but to somewhat belatedly face the alarmingly upward spiral of 

expenses now associated to the organization of so many massively commanded retrainings, in an 
imaginative cost-effective moment, the enthusiastic architects of Elemental Scholars proposed 
that – well, in place of trainings judiciously aimed at taking into account the expensive 
complication of ability-differentiated assemblies?  Students were students.  And thus, in a logical 
juxtaposition, teachers – despite varying school and student assignments, classes taught, work 
histories, personal interests or levels of education – were teachers.  Under the finance-friendly 
logic of such an elemental calculation, surely it followed that all school-score proven bad 
teachers?

Required an exactly identical retraining.  
And so.  
Even though, as a well-educated and comprehensively experienced high school teacher; 

as a teacher who, for more than twenty years, had interacted repeatedly with upper-level 
students; as an educator who had discovered, along the way, that it was only through the 
intentional avoidance of flashily dumbed-down short cuts that I might be truly effective; as a 
teacher who had come to recognize that it was only through an unvarying expectation for a 
repeatedly hard, serious work – work steadfastly focused upon the ongoing integration of higher-
level thinking skills – that my students could make it: could get all the way through to graduation 
and find success at post-secondary institutions.  

Oh, I remember.  
Acutely.
The frustrated anger boiling within when, at yet another massively forced out-of-

classroom retraining, given no choice I found myself seated at a table with markers in hand, 
coloring in the outlines of little cartoon animals proposed as being cutely useful end-of-lesson 
exit slips. 

And, just as plainly?
I can still hear the sarcasm which had dripped from a remark made by a similarly 

humiliated teacher ordered into attendance along with her peers from a sister school.  “This,” she 
had said to our table at large, holding up a short, cylindrical tube, “is chalk.

“Have you heard of it?”

*At yet another reform-ordered meeting, our staff skimmed through a twenty-page article extolling the wonders 
produced at a handful of predominantly non-White schools where test scores had increased; it wasn’t until the very 
last page that a brief proviso, one which was neither brought to our attention nor discussed, made mention of the fact 
that all presented data had been premised upon an 80% attendance.  Well, duh.  If you ask teachers in low-income 
secondary buildings what they believe to be a most likely cause for the continued production of lowest scores, you 
will hear this answer over and over: “Attendance.”

†A debilitating consequence of reform’s willingness to promote and exchange an unlimited churn of personnel has 
been the assignment of defensively thin-skinned, do-what-I-say supervisors into buildings where they have had no 
previous experience.  For example, the endlessly unhappy literacy “specialist” moved into our traditional high 
school after having spent twenty years as an elementary school band teacher.


